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Abstract The widely used programming language JAVA 

supports concurrency by allowing thread creation and
synchronization on objects. Concurrent programs are 
notoriously difficult to verify, be it by
proof or testing techniques.

Some approaches, however, have been explored 
based on symbolic test-case generation techniques, 
mostly based on symbolic evaluation 
(JavaPathFinderSE (sequential algorithms), Pexx 
(sequential 
algorithms), Chalice (Proofs of concurrent programs)).

In this thesis, the Isabelle/HOL-TestGen system should 
be extended by a component that
allows to model JAVA-like concurrent programs and to 
generate tests for them. 
One potential approach is to extend the existing 
Monad-library in HOL-TestGen (used for
sequence testing) by suitable combinators for 
interleaving and synchronization; a particular
emphasis will have to be put on bounding the number 
of thread-switches in an interleaving
of threads as additional test hypothesis and to find 
suitable reduction principles to "relevant
thread switches" (concerning shared state and locks; 
thread-switches on distinct state are 
considered "irrelevant".)
Another potential approach is to use the 
Isabelle/CIRCUS language, which provides 
process-algebraic  modeling approach to concurrency, 
and to extend it by support for similar 

http://edips.lri.fr/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=12


mechanisms.
Context This thesis is in the context of a collaboration with the 

Biotronik Gmbh that is
a major producer of medical systems. Biotronik 
underlies particularly high standards of software 
quality and certification; the company therefore wishes 
to extend its expertise in model-based 
testing techniques. An integral part of this Phd is 
therefore to apply the test-generation
tools developed above to Testing critical components 
of the Biotroniks Pace-maker 
Home-Monitoring System. As an example, the Home-
Monitoring System contains
an efficient communication multiplexer (which is 
basically a prioritized multi-level Queue),
which must satisfy critical security properties (a FIFO-
Principle of ingoing/outgoing
information packages must be preserved) as well as 
dead-lock and lifeness properties.

Objectives - Develop a new method to symbolic test-case 
generation of concurrent program
  of non-trivial size (2000 loc)
- Apply the approach for a realistic case-study 
provided by Biotronik Gmbh

- The goal is not to support full Java - rather a small 
subset containing the essentials
  defined for the case studies.

Work program - Selecting a means to represent and abstract 
concurrent JAVA programs
- Building theories
- building tactic support for the exploration of trace 
interleavings in Isabelle
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Prerequisite - Interest in functional programming and formal 
modeling
- Interest in proof techniques (in Isabelle)
- Interest in working at least part-time (a few months 
over
  the duration of the project) at the site of the project 
partner
- knowledge in english.
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